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“MODERN ELEGANCE” “MODERN ELEGANCE” “MODERN ELEGANCE” “MODERN ELEGANCE” ----    THE STORY BEHINDTHE STORY BEHINDTHE STORY BEHINDTHE STORY BEHIND    

 
In the fast pace of today’s life and times of digitalization, we are more and more looking for 
personal freedom, calm moments and individuality. We are longing for laid-back, individual 
outfits that are modern and in step with latest trends as much as we strive for sophistication 
and timelessness. Our backdrop of the town of Biarritz mirrors this contrast as the setting for 
the Spring/Summer 2018 campaign.  

The small town, located on the Atlantic coast of Southern France, is a former luxury retreat of 
the aristocrats. The elegant seaside resort has most recently turned its image into a cool and 
contemporary destination, being one of the best surf spots in Europe. Visitors love the 
glamorous nonchalance as much as the calmness and raw nature of Biarritz.     

This distinctive mix of classic, elegant, and contemporary casualness is perfectly reflected in 
the new HANRO collection. Staged in front of the impressive Atlantic coast with the 
magnificent waterfront, rocky cliffs, long sandy beaches and elegant promenade, the 
collection is masculine and sophisticated while still featuring a modern look and a natural, 
relaxed flair.  

Easy-going, fashionable outfits and classy casualwear offer a perfect balance between 
summery freshness and laid-back relaxation - for all of the adventures that summer holds for 
us. Comfort and a well-groomed style is guaranteed, around the clock, inside or out. The 
coordinated underwear, nightwear and loungewear styles can be mixed and matched for 
timelessly modern yet individual, easy outfits. Let summer begin! 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

„Basil“ Nightwear 
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Tradition meets zeitgeist: The “NIGHT & DAY““NIGHT & DAY““NIGHT & DAY““NIGHT & DAY“ and NIGHTWEAR”NIGHTWEAR”NIGHTWEAR”NIGHTWEAR”    ranges offer elegant 
basics at the highest stage. The softest cotton as jersey, woven or summery lightweight 
chambray is combined in characteristic HANRO style with smart high-quality details and 
finishing such as foldable contrasting cuffs, soft inside logo waistband, piping, covered 
waistband, or even casual shirts in a classic formal outerwear look. Smart and well-groomed 
summer outfits featuring elegant nonchalance are suited for sleeping as well as for your 
leisure time. HANRO offers classic summer pajamas as well as timeless individual pieces for 
custom mix and match combinations. Maritime colors reflect shades of sky, sea and beach. 
Fresh, clear graduations of blue from azure to dark blue are ideal for summer. Fresh yellow 
provides self-confident accents and is especially strong and energetic when paired with 
combinations of blue, grey and neutral sand shades. Sunbed stripes and nautical stripe 
patterns transfer a hint of fresh Atlantic breezes into the collection. A watercolor-like ikat print 
(inspired by a weave technique using printed yarns), as well as special yarn effects create a 
captivating linen look. New modern shapes such as a caftan featuring button front and stand-
up collar, or a piqué shirt with flat knit inserts shown in the “Basil” range are especially trendy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     “Night & Day“    “Oliver” 

  

                                                                  „River“ 
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The „LIVINGLIVINGLIVINGLIVING“ line offers sophisticated and modern casualwear for laid-back summer days at 
home or on the go. The easy, fashionable summer looks are timeless, comfortable and offer 
multiple styling options. No matter if for relaxing on the couch, for leisure activities or for 
travelling – a well-groomed yet casual outfit is always ensured. Apart from soft cotton, 
HANRO shows slightly more compact and rough textured fabrics such as double face piqué 
or French Terry, as well as especially lightweight and super-soft viscose. Monochrome effects 
in woven jacquards, mélange yarns and specially structured qualities create distinctive lively 
surfaces, also available in solid styles. Shadow stripes, sun bleach-like checks and botanical 
inspired prints in modern graphics underscore the casual flair. Calming chalk colors as a 
neutral base are freshened up by a warm and light khaki green shade as trendy color accent, 
as well as linked with blue shades. Stylish shirts, lounge pants and blazers are new versatile 
everyday favorites.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       “Living RELAX”           “Benjamin” 
 

„Living LEISURE“ 
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Comfortable and debonair 24/7: the versatile dayweardayweardayweardaywear of HANRO gets every man looking 
stylish and through the day easily. Popular, reliable styles from the Basic collection are offered 
in contemporary, fresh colors for Spring/Summer 2018 with strong blue, timeless grey, 
expressive red, fashionable khaki green and subtle accents of fresh yellow. The boxers appear 
in different summery patterns, showing a botanical print in our own geometric interpretation, 
a mini design, fresh yellow and blue stripes or a reddish check. The “Liam” range shows a 
new boxy square cut boxer brief with low waistband. A new, slightly broader maritime stripe 
design is introduced for “Sporty Stripe”. The different tops and bottoms are color-coordinated 
with the nightwear collection and offer multi-faceted styling options and easy summer outfits 
when combined. 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

„Fancy Woven“ 
„  

„Liam” 
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Collection report: description of the individual rangesCollection report: description of the individual rangesCollection report: description of the individual rangesCollection report: description of the individual ranges    
(all available from January 15th, 2018 – unless stated otherwise) 

NIGHT & DAY  NIGHT & DAY  NIGHT & DAY  NIGHT & DAY  (Basic)        
This modern mix & match series in sporty classic styles offers the perfect versatile jersey or 
woven cotton basics in a broad color palette for every taste and style. 
    
- 5430 Shirt ½ sleeve Jersey 
- 5431 Shirt 1/1 sleeve Jersey 
- 5433 short pants woven 
- 5434 short pants Jersey 
- 5435 long pants Jersey 
- 5436 long pants woven 
- 5437 Pajama 1/1 sleeve Jersey 
- 5438 Robe Jersey 

    
NIGHT & DAY  NIGHT & DAY  NIGHT & DAY  NIGHT & DAY  (Trend)        
Around the clock, day or night: this mix & match series made from jersey or woven cotton 
offers fashionable basics in a sporty chic look. New refined and summery designs in a fresh 
check or a kaleidoscope-style print in a light color palette provide a trendy update to the 
collection.  
 
Trend Styles SS18: 
- 5318 Serafino ½ sleeve new style; Jersey 
- 5336 Pyjama ½ sleeve Jersey 
- 5430 Shirt ½ sleeve Jersey 
- 5433 short pants woven 
- 5436 long pants woven 
- 5440 Pajama ½ sleeve Jersey 

    

NIGHTWEARNIGHTWEARNIGHTWEARNIGHTWEAR    

RiverRiverRiverRiver    
Modern mix & match range for a laid-back, casual summer look which can be worn for 
sleeping, in your leisure time or even at the beach. Fresh blue hues and neutral sand shades 
are combined with strong accents of yellow and offered in a watercolor ikat print or maritime 
deckchair stripe design. Color selection: ‘yellow/blue stripe’, ‘ikat print’, ‘pearl’, ‘dusty sun’, 
‘lava rock’. 

- 5626 short pants Jersey; waistband with logo inside; constrasting foldable cuffs 
- 5627 short pants woven 
- 5628 long pants woven; waistband with logo inside; constrasting foldable cuffs 
- 5629 Shirt ½ sleeve Jersey 
- 5630 Shirt 1/1 sleeve formal-style jersey shirt; covered button-front 
- 5631 Shirt 1/1 sleeve woven chambray 
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FlorisFlorisFlorisFloris    
Enjoy comfortable summer nights: classic pajamas in a sophisticated look, made from soft 
cotton interlock, available with printed or solid pants. Choose between shirts in yellow ‘dusty 
sun’ or fresh ‘azure’, printed pants (‘squared flowers’, ‘ikat print’) or a pajama set in dark 
blue ‘marine’. 

- 5578 Pajama 1/2 sleeve soft polo collar 
- 5579 Pyjama 1/2 sleeve  
- 5580 Pajama 1/1 sleeve  
- 5581 Pajama /1 sleeve piping 

OliverOliverOliverOliver    
Maritime inspiration: classic and elegant stripe pajamas featuring a nautical look. Made from 
soft, double-mercerized cotton with a subtle shine. Choose between classic blue-white stripes 
or a modern stripe pattern mixed with solid dark blue.  

- 5067 Pajama ½ sleeve fashionable detail at sleeves and hem 
- 5068 Pajama 1/2 sleeve  
- 5069 Pajama 1/1 sleeve  

SkySkySkySky    
The perfect summer sleepwear: classic, lightweight pajamas and a summery robe made from 
an airy, especially soft woven chambray in a minimalistic jacquard design. Color-coodinated 
piping underscore a refined look.  

- 5673 Pajama 1/2 sleeve  
- 5674 Pajama 1/1 sleeve  
- 5675 Robe  

 

BasilBasilBasilBasil    
Loungewear basics you can combine for well-groomed, easy-going summer leisure looks. 
Modern shirts and pants in a wide design selection of prints or solid colors, featuring 
fashionable design details such as contrasting foldable cuffs or inserts of knit or rib. 

- 5695 short pants Jersey 
- 5696 long pants Jersey; with cuffs 
- 5697 long pants Interlock 
- 5698 short pants soft jersey waistband; contrasting foldable cuffs 
- 5699 long pants soft jersey waistband; contrasting foldable cuffs 
- 5700 short pants Boxer-style 
- 5701 Shirt ½ sleeve Jersey; with V-cut rib insert 
- 5702 Serafino ½ sleeve cotton piqué; flat knit insert at neckline and in the back 
- 5703 Serafino 1/1 sleeve woven caftan 
- 5704 short pants contrasting foldable cuffs 
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LIVINGLIVINGLIVINGLIVING    

BenjaminBenjaminBenjaminBenjamin    
Sophisticated chic and comfort are guaranteed: These stylish high-end lounge styles ensure a 
well-groomed look – no matter if worn at home, when travelling, in the office or during 
weekends. Smart blazer and stylish pants made from double face piqué fabric.  

- 5079 Short pants  
- 5080 Long pants  
- 5081 Jacket Blazer with stand-up collar and zipper 

 

Living Living Living Living     
Whether relaxing, travelling, working from home or out doing activities – these versatile, 
casual styles are just the perfect fashionable leisurewear for inside or out. Modern loungewear 
made from soft French Terry cotton, slightly brushed inside. The versatile t-shirts made from 
opaque single jersey cotton with a smooth feel are easy to combine with every outfit. 

Living Leisure 

- 5070 Short Pants rib inserts; drawstring; pockets 
- 5071 Long Pants drawstring; pockets 
- 5072 Sweatshirt rib insert along the neck 
- 5076 Jacket rib details; zipper; pockets 

 

Living Shirt 

- 5050 Shirt ½ sleeve  
- 5051 V-Neck shirt ½ sleeve 
- 5053 Shirt 1/1 sleeve  

 

RelaxRelaxRelaxRelax    
For laid-back summer days at home or outside: Outstandingly comfortable casualwear 
made from lightweight, especially soft viscose fabric. The perfect loungewear for the 
weekend, for your summer vacation, or styled as a sporty activewear outfit to go jogging in 
the park. 

- 5251 Bermuda shorts  
- 5265 Sweatshirt stand-up like collar design; thumbhole; graphical stitching 
- 5269 Long pants  
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DAYWEARDAYWEARDAYWEARDAYWEAR    

EliasEliasEliasElias    
Contemporary underwear made from elastic cotton jersey in fashionable prints. Covered 
woven waistband for the highest comfort. Offers versatile daywear or nightwear options. 
Available as ‘classic flower print’ or ‘squared flowers’ print. 

• 4038 Pant covered woven waistband 
• 4039 Boxer with button-fly; covered woven waistband 

    
Sporty StripeSporty StripeSporty StripeSporty Stripe    
Noble bottoms in mercerized cotton single jersey with a new, slightly broader stripe design 
in a maritime look, which can be perfectly combined with the versatile V-neck shirt as 
comfortable daywear or nightwear options. Bottoms in ‘melange stripe’ and ‘marine/gry 
stripe’. 

• 4080 Brief  
• 4081 Pant  
• 4082 Boxer with button-fly 
• 4083 V-Shirt ½ sleeve  

    
LiamLiamLiamLiam    (new to the Basic assortment)(new to the Basic assortment)(new to the Basic assortment)(new to the Basic assortment)    
Underwear that offers a sporty and fresh look, made from ultra-soft, elastic Piqué fabric with 
micro-modal and cotton. Bottoms in a contemporary low-cut design. New style is a boxy, low 
cut boxer brief with a short leg. Color selection: gray ‘moonrock’, dark blue ‘midnight navy’ 
and pure white. 

• 4070 V-Shirt ½ sleeve slightly forward-set seam 
• 4071 Low Cut Brief soft waistband with logo inside 
• 4072 Pants soft waistband with logo inside; slightly longer leg 
• 4072 Square Cut Pants new style: soft waistband with logo inside; low-rise fit 

    
Cotton Essential TwoPackCotton Essential TwoPackCotton Essential TwoPackCotton Essential TwoPack    
Fashionable underwear from cotton jersey with elastane for a guaranteed fit and wearing 
comfort, all with a contemporary gray logo waistband design. Each style is available as a 
convenient value-double pack combination in red & dark blue (‘black iris/laque’) or light & 
dark gray (‘sleet grey/lava rock’). 
 
• 3075 Slips TwoPack woven logo waistband 
• 3078 Pants TwoPack woven logo waistband 

3079 Pants TwoPack elongated leg, covered waistband 
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Micro TouchMicro TouchMicro TouchMicro Touch    
‘‘Invisible’’ underwear: The popular, modern bottom, made of a particularly lightweight and 
smooth microfiber, follows the body’s every movement. Appears in two blue shades of light 
‘azure’ and darker ‘ferminate blue‘ for SS18. 

• 3107 Pant  

    
ShadowShadowShadowShadow    
Modern basics: Underwear with subtle stripes, made of cotton and elastane for a perfect fit. 
A perfect match to the “Cotton Superior” shirts. Fashion colors for SS18: ‘ebony’ and strong 
‘ferminate blue’. 

• 4023 Brief 
• 4024 Pant 
• 4025 Shortleg  

    
Cotton SuperiorCotton SuperiorCotton SuperiorCotton Superior    
Popular series in the classic HANRO styling made of finest cotton and elastane. A perfect 
match to the “Shadow” series. Fashionable colors for SS18: ‘ebony’ and ‘ferminate blue’.     
• 3085 Brief 
• 3086 Pant 
• 3089 V-neck shirt ½ sleeve  

    

Fancy WovenFancy WovenFancy WovenFancy Woven    
An easy companion for around the clock and every day: the modern, woven cotton boxers 
cotton in fashionable designs. Available in four stylish, fresh shades in a maritime stripe 
design, sporty check, a refined minimal design and a geometric flower print. 
 
- 4013 boxer 

• ‚toffee stripe‘ 
• ‚little dots‘ 
• ‚floral ornament‘ 
• ‚classic paisley‘ 
• ‚black / white woven‘ 

    

Fancy Woven TwoPackFancy Woven TwoPackFancy Woven TwoPackFancy Woven TwoPack    
The popular woven boxers easily packaged as a double pack for easy gifting. Available in 
three creative summer combinations of solid with check or prints in a watercolor or 
botanical design.  
 
- 4014 Boxers Double Pack: 

• ‚squared flower‘ / grey‘ 
• ‚melange karo‘ / ‚white‘ 
• ‚ikat print‘ / ‚middle blue‘ 
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COMPANY INFORMATION: 
HANRO of Switzerland – Pure luxury on skin! HANRO is an international luxury brand for lingerie, 
daywear, nightwear and loungewear for ladies and men. Ever since it was founded in 1884 by Albert 
Handschin and Carl Ronus in Switzerland, the company has stood for Understated Luxury, natural elegance, 
and garments which are a pleasure and comfort to wear. HANRO products are marked by highest quality 
standards and excellent craftsmanship. The careful development of unique materials from natural fibers, 
ingenious designs and decades of tradition, combined with technical innovations, are what make HANRO 
such a distinctive brand. HANRO products are produced almost exclusively within Europe. In 1991, HANRO 
joined the Austrian Huber Group. Today, HANRO can be found at the most exclusive stores in almost 50 
countries. www.hanro.com 
 
PR CONTACT: 
Nina Rehmann  |  HANRO International GmbH  | +43 5523-505-6735  |  press@hanro.com 
 


